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 Is it possible to add the functionality similar to Jigsaw in servlets? A: Yes, it's possible, but it's not a good idea. Most likely you don't want to work with proxies: they don't work well in a servlet environment. I'd suggest to add an interceptor, that logs the client IP. If you detect the IP change, you can just remove the proxy. Q: How to fix "The DNS 'dc-dns.internal' is used by a different PDC or RDSH
than 'dc-dns.dc1'"? I'm running the DC patch on Windows Server 2012 (i.e., hotfix-KB2590544) and we are getting the following error message from WDS and I'm not sure how to fix it. Found a 2012 domain controller named dc-dns.internal in the name list. The DNS server is used by a different PDC or RDSH than 'dc-dns.dc1' Replace the names of any PDCs or RDSHs in the name list and try

again. I was able to fix the issue by adding the following DNS records to my internal DNS server: dc-dns.dc1 -> dc-dns.internal Any suggestions as to what I need to do on my external DNS server to fix the issue? The Microsoft hotfix for the DC patch KB 2590544 has been released. Download and apply the hotfix: I also faced this issue. Solution to this problem: Check server network connectivity
Also check all the DC's name server settings and make sure they are assigned to your network. This issue can occur when you've distributed a cluster over multiple subnets/VLANs. When that occurs, each DC is configured to use the external DNS server of the subnet it resides on. From a security perspective, this is a good thing because it keeps your DCs from communicating with machines outside of

your organization. However, in this case, it also means that the DCs can't communicate to themselves, making it impossible to resolve their own names in the DNS zone. If this is the case 82157476af
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